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A) Fill in the blanks with the verbs given. There is one extra verb. ( 3 Points ) 

 

 

1. Do you ………………………………. pottery as an art work? 

2. I can hear you well. It is not necessary to ……………………………….. . 

3. We must respect those who once …………………………….. for us . 

4. When he saw his son after two years, he went and ……………………………… him lovingly. 

5. He ……………………………………. for a moment and then continued his speaking. 

6. The students …………………………………. into laughter when I told them the joke. 

 

B) Match the words with the definitions given. There is one word extra. ( 4 Points ) 

 

1. to stop being angry with someone (        )     a. deserve 

2. a book in which you write what happens (        )    b. lap 

3. the upper part of your leg while sitting (        )    c. forgive 

4. a comfortable seat for two or three people (        )   d. strength 

5. to start a company, school, organization, etc. (        )   e. improve 

6. the physical power that makes you strong (        )   f. sofa 

7. a lack of success in doing something (        )    g. diary 

8. to be worthy (        )       h. failure 
           i. found 

 

C) Check the correct answer. ( 3 Points ) 
 
1. If you don’t put on your warm coat, you may ………………………….. cold. 
a. receive  b. generate  c. share   d. catch 

 

2. The word " calmly " means in a ………………………… way. 

a. quit   b. quite  c. quick   d. quiet 

 

3. Be careful! You have …………………………. many mistakes again. 

a. done  b. made  c. taken   d. given 

 

4. My grandfather usually ………………………….. the pigeons in the park. 

a. feeds  b. takes care  c. donates   d. advises 

 

5. The nurses are trying to ………………………… her high blood pressure. 

a. lower  b. burst  c. increase   d. refer 

        cared – paused – fail – hugged – burst – shout – regard   



 

 

6. Parents love their children …………………………… . 

a. suddenly  b. successfully  c. unconditionally  d. elderly 

 

D) Fill in the blanks with the words of your own. The first letter of the answer word is given. ( 2 Points ) 

1. His grandmother is hard of  h………………….. . You should talk loudly to her. 

2. They love to do exercise in the yard. The antonym for "love" is  h……………………… . 

3. Dr. Gharib  s……………………… no pains to cure sick children. 

4. If you want to become a doctor, you must study  m………………………… at university. 

 
E) Which one is different from the other three? ( 2 Points ) 

1. a. physician  b. cure   c. disease   d. share 

2. a. generous  b. terrible  c. appropriate   d. helpful 

3. a. thus  b. therefore  c. so     d. as well 

4. a. lower  b. decrease  c. boost   d. develop 

F) Cloze Passage: Choose the correct answer that best fits each blank. ( 3 Points ) 

     We must love our parents no ……1…… what we are and ………2……… we live. They feel …………3………… 

when we appreciate their love and ………4…….. them. It is our ……5…….. to help them when they need 

 us because they are not young enough to ………6………… things on their own like before.  

1. a. pity  b. matter  c. behavior   d. function 

2. a. who  b. where  c. what   d. whereby 

3. a. honored  b. cruel  c. polite   d. lazy 

4. a. distinguish b. exercise  c. respect   d. select 

5. a. meal  b. duty   c. note    d. value 

6. a. provide  b. sound  c. appreciate   d. handle 

 

G) Based on the story of the old mother and the son, generate two questions using question starters 

and then answer them.( 2 Points )  

1. 

 

2. 

 

H) Plant a big  kiss on your parents' kind hands and appreciate them. ( 1 Point ) 
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